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Abstract

Purpose: To evaluate the beneficial effects of transepithelial subtotal phototherapeutic keratectomy (PTK) with mitomycin C application for corneal opacities on patients’ visual acuity.

Methods: Three cases with central corneal opacities were subjected to transepithelial subtotal (PTK) using Excimer laser ablation with mitomycin C (0.02%) application for 2 minutes, the first case with a central post-PRK with mitomycin corneal scar 98 µ depth, where PTK ablation depth only 70 µ (thin cornea=430 µ), the second case with a central post-traumatic corneal scar 121 µ depth, with PTK ablation depth only 70 µ (thin cornea=480 µ) and the third case with right corneal (granular) dystrophy, with opacity level was 200 µ, where PTK of only 100 µ was done (young female patient).

Results: The BCVA increased from 0.2 to 0.7 in case 1 and from 0.2 to 0.5 in case 2 and from 0.05 to 0.5 in case 3, without evidence of residual haze in case 1, and with minimal residual haze in case 2 and case 3.

Conclusion: In the presence of relatively non-superficial corneal opacities of various causes, subtotal transepithelial phototherapeutic keratectomy with mitomycin C application can result in marked improvement of visual acuity without the need for keratoplasty.
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1. Introduction

Corneal opacities can arise from various etiologies, any of which can cause marked impairment of the visual acuity. Among common causes are trauma [1], Corneal degenerations [2], corneal dystrophies [3], trachoma [4], herpetic corneal diseases [5] and a variety of otherwise corneal infections [6] and following surface ablation with excimer laser [7]. Surgical treatment for corneal opacities included corneal transplantation [8], whether penetrating [9] or lamellar [10] according to the level of the opacity, in addition to phototherapeutic keratectomy by excimer laser treatment after accurate determination of opacity level by anterior segment optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT), being a non invasive and a non contact method [11-12]. Phototherapeutic keratectomy had been used in treating superficial corneal opacities with promising results [13-15]. In this article, I presented the results of three cases, in which phototherapeutic keratectomy with mitomycin C, 0.02% application was not planned to remove the whole opacity level determined by anterior segment OCT because of insufficient corneal thickness to emphasize how this partial opacity removal can be beneficial for patients.

2. Case Presentation

2.1 Case 1

A male patient aged 34 years, he presented to refractive unit at the research institute of ophthalmology Giza-Egypt on January 2019 with bilateral myopia with high astigmatism, and owing to abnormal corneal tomography, photorefractive keratectomy with mitomycin C application was performed in his both eyes to correct his refractive error in both eyes. He suffered from delayed epithelial healing in his left eye which ended one month after his refractive surgery with a central corneal scar which does not respond to topical steroid treatment (Figure 1a). His best corrected visual acuity in Snellen lines was reduced to 0.2 from a preoperative value of 0.7. Anterior segment OCT revealed the opacity level reaching 98 µ from the epithelial surface, the central pachymetric reading was 430 µ, the decision was to perform transepithelial phototherapeutic keratectomy removing only 70 µ to decrease only the density of opacity without inducing a refractive error as the patient refused to wear glasses after the PTK (being a worker and he seeked refractive surgery to get rid of his glasses), the flattest Keratometric (K) reading was 37.2 Diopters (D) axis 165.8, and the steepest (K) reading was 38.2D and the average keratometric reading was 37.7D. The patient signed an informed consent. The laser ablation was performed by the Allegretto Wave Light Eye-Q 1010 (400 Hz) with active eye tracker (frequency 400 Hz) by the phototherapeutic keratectomy (PTK) programme removing only 70 µ from the corneal surface (including the epithelium) at 5.0 mm optical zone followed by mitomycin C (0.02%) application to ablated stroma for 2 minutes to avoid development of recurrent corneal haze, followed by application of a bandage contact lens. Post-operatively, the patient was given topical antibiotic and steroid drops 4 times/day each and a GABA analogue 2 tablets/day to 2 days to decrease pain sensation. The patient was examined on first, fourth post-operative day where the bandage contact lens was removed after the epithelium had healed. The patient was then instructed to increase the frequency of topical steroids to 7 times/day for further two weeks, and intraocular pressure closely monitored by applanation tonometry to guard against steroid induced glaucoma. The uncorrected visual acuity in Snellen lines was re-examined after one month which was found to be improved to 0.7 with no further improvement on trial of refraction. No trace of the opacity was noted after the PTK (Figure 1b).
By pentacam, the flattest keratometric readings was 40.1D axis 29.8° and the steepest keratometric readings was 42.4D, the average keratometric reading was 41.25D, the central pachymetric reading was 480 µ. Owing to the corneal thinning from previous Lasik procedure and inability to perform accurate refraction because of the corneal opacity, a decision to perform PTK with mitomycin C application removing only 70 µ to decrease the level of the opacity and provide smoothening of the corneal surface trying to improve best corrected visual acuity as much as possible, and this visual expectation was explained to the patient and he signed informed consent. The laser ablation was performed by the Allegretto Wave Light Eye-Q 1010 (400 Hz) with active eye tracker (frequency 400 Hz) by the phototherapeutic keratectomy (PTK) programme removing only 70 µ from the corneal surface (including the epithelium) at 5.0 mm optical zone followed by mitomycin C (0.02%) application to ablated stroma for 2 minutes to avoid development of recurrent corneal haze, followed by application of a bandage contact lens. Post-operatively, the patient was given topical antibiotic and steroid drops 4 times/day each and a GABA analogue 2 tablets/day to 2 days to decrease pain sensation. The patient was examined on first, fourth post-operative days where the bandage contact lens was removed after complete epithelial healing. The patient was instructed to increase the frequency of topical steroids to 10 times/day for one week, followed by tapering the frequency to 7 times/day for another week with close monitoring of intraocular pressure by applation tonometry to guard against steroid induced glaucoma. The uncorrected visual acuity in snellen lines was re-examined after one month, which was found to be 0.2 unaided and improved to 0.5 with the addition of -1.50 sphere, there was minimal trace of the opacity post-PTK and the patient was reasonably satisfied (Figure 2b).

Figure 1: (a) Revealing 34 male patient with left eye showing central corneal scar resulting from delayed epithelial healing after PRK with mitomycin C on the left side slit-lamp photography image and on the right side; anterior segment OCT image denoting the level of opacity; (b) Post-PTK with mitomycin C picture of same patient Lt eye in Figure 2a showing complete resolution of the central corneal scar.

2.2 Case 2
A male patient aged 33 years, he presented to refractive unit at the research institute of ophthalmology Giza-Egypt on July 2019 with right corneal opacity which was diagnosed as post-traumatic corneal scar. The patient had previously performed bilateral laser in situ keratomileusis (Lasik) several years ago. His uncorrected visual acuity in snellen lines was hardly 0.2 which did not improve on refractive correction. The anterior segment OCT revealed the opacity level reaching 121 µ from the epithelial surface (Figure 2a).
Figure 2: (a) Revealing 33 male patient with right eye showing central corneal scar resulting from a post-traumatic ulcer in a patient with bilateral Lasik several years age; on the left side slit-lamp photography image and on the right side; anterior segment OCT image denoting the level of opacity; (b) Post-PTK with mitomycin C picture of same patient right eye in Figure 2b: showing only minimal residual trace of the post-traumatic corneal scar.

2.3 Case 3
A female patient aged 18 years, she presented to cornea unit at the research institute of ophthalmology Giza-Egypt on June 2015 with bilateral corneal opacity which was diagnosed as granular dystrophy. In the right eye, the anterior segment OCT revealed the opacity level reaching 200 μ from the epithelial surface, by pentacam the flattest keratometric readings was 42.6D axis 12.1° and the steepest keratometric readings was 47.4D, the average keratometric reading was 45D, the central pachymetric reading was 556 μ, the uncorrected visual acuity in Snellen lines was 0.05, the autorefractometer reading was -5.75D but there was no further improvement of the best corrected visual acuity on trial of the refraction further than 0.05, the patient refused keratoplasty operation and was referred to the laser ablation unit in the institute and the decision was to perform phototherapeutic keratectomy removing only 100 μ to only decrease the density of the opacity and the patient signed an informed consent. The laser ablation was performed by the Allegretto Wave Light Eye-Q 1010 (400 Hz) with active eye tracker (frequency 400 Hz) by the phototherapeutic keratectomy (PTK) programme removing only 100 μ from the corneal surface (including the epithelium) at 5.0 mm optical zone to avoid development of ectasia in this young female patient, followed by mitomycin C (0.02%) application to ablated stroma for 2 minutes to avoid development of recurrent corneal haze, followed by application of a bandage contact lens. Post-operatively, the patient was given topical antibiotic and steroid drops 4 times/day each and a GABA analogue 2 tablets/day to 2 days to decrease pain sensation. The patient was examined on first, fourth post-operative day where the bandage contact lens was removed after the epithelium had healed. The patient was instructed to increase the frequency of topical steroids to 7 times/day for further two weeks with close monitoring of intraocular pressure by applanation tonometry to guard against steroid induced glaucoma. The uncorrected visual acuity in Snellen lines was re-examined after one month which was found to be improved to 0.5 with no further improvement on trial of refraction. The central pachymetry decreased to 514 μ. The anterior segment OCT revealed the opacity to reach 145 μ from the surface with marked decrease in the density of opacity and the patient was satisfied from the improvement of her visual acuity in Snellen lines from 0.05
preoperatively to 0.5 post-operatively despite lack of complete removal of her corneal opacity (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Post-PTK with mitomycin C picture of 18 years old female with previous granular dystrophy: showing marked clarification of the right cornea on slit-lamp photography the left side and there was only minimal residual trace of corneal opacification on anterior segment OCT on the right side.

3. Discussion

Central corneal opacities of various etiologies can be treated by various methods; corneal transplantation whether penetrating [9] or lamellar [10] remained a classical treatment [8], however it is considered a major relatively expensive surgical procedure with delayed visual recovery, and prolonged rehabilitation time before resuming normal daily activities with high rate of complications; including infection, raised intraocular pressure, high post-operative astigmatism and a possibility of graft rejection [16-17]. Phototherapeutic keratectomy is another good treatment modality which had been used in treating superficial corneal opacities with promising results [14-15]. The conjunction of anterior segment OCT added further accuracy to this procedure [11-12]. Hanfer et al. [15] treated 10 eyes with macular dystrophy in which they performed PTK after epithelial debridement and pannus removal and they found that the BCVA increased from 0.3 ± 0.2 preoperatively to 0.6 ± 0.1 after PTK [15], but they don’t apply mitomycin C to ablated bed as in my case series. Al Arfaj et al. [13] had evaluated transepithelial PTK for patients with various causes of superficial corneal opacities and found that their BCVA increased from about 0.48 to about 0.65 [13], but again they don’t apply mitomycin C to ablated bed as in my case series. Li et al. [18], studied 9 eyes of 8 patients with anterior stromal corneal opacities in which PTK was guided by anterior segment OCT, and they found that the operated eyes gained an average of 4.5-line in uncorrected visual acuity and 2.0-line in best spectacle corrected visual acuity that reached to 20/29 [18] but they also did not apply mitomycin C to ablated bed as in my case series.

Mitomycin C is an alkylating agent for DNA, which is derived from Streptomyces caespiatus. It was proven that it decreased corneal haze after excimer laser ablation both in animal [19] and human studies [20] by inhibiting DNA/RNA replication in fibroblasts [21]. In this three case series, I added the use of mitomycin C (0.02%) application to stromal bed for 2 minutes after performing transepithelial subtotal PTK to remove central corneal opacities guided by anterior segment OCT and I reported the improvement in the visual acuity in all cases, where; in case one, the BCVA increases from 0.2 to 0.7 without evidence of residual haze, in case two, the BCVA increased from 0.2 to 0.5 with the addition of -1.50D with minimal residual haze, and in case three the UCVA increased from 0.05 to 0.50 with minimal residual haze. The results of this case series were comparable to previously mentioned studies, in spite of not removing the whole depth of the central corneal opacity as determined by anterior segment OCT; the reason for this subtotal removal was to avoid the possibility of ectasia because of thin cornea in the first 2 cases (central pachymetry below 500 µ) and because of the patient being young (below 18 years) female all of which are known risk factors for ectasia, but I combined the use of mitomycin C (0.02%), which is known to be a powerful inhibitor of haze formation after excimer laser correction for refractive errors. I recommend to have further studies on more cases of
central corneal opacities performed by the same protocol used in this case series to confirm the beneficial effects of mitoycin C 0.2% application after PTK in preventing, post-PTK haze formation and possibly decreasing residual haze in unablated tissue.

4. Conclusion
In the presence of relatively non-superficial corneal opacities of various causes, phototherapeutic keratectomy with mitomycin C application; inspite of not removing the whole opacity, yet it can help the patient with marked improvement of visual acuity without the need for keratoplasty.
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